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Haven't had time to digest. So comments at random. Much food for thought.

Not easy to do normally, but also adding Cuba, not a Western, industrialised society. Feel he is a long way from the
But then you invited

Important to be received in repeat, sense he has due him.

In US, situation was the worst for a long moment

Setting rather firmly and clear to Cuba. Allow Nicos
demonstration

New turn back on G achievements. Solace going up.

Solace Carolyn groups. We can do within now but that pub
EE in ten than privileged position. I don't want to send

early Credit right- out checks, gift money, until reforms talked about

are implemented

Met in US, specialist in CSSR recently. They emphasised
need to secure Union Treaty. We still could not win the
need G recalcitran, etc. In I went

to expectations of $50 5,1 have covered, Cuba to use
But also, Wista went in deepamente. Have military
might. This complicates for us. Long range maybe time
at US, closest to you. START, (DB3 said 99%) -- ill try to

conclude, but will want to thread into this one.

SS will affect success here. START in interest we will this

TOTAL 31
Agree can be a pedantism by you. Need to encourage Gadhafi to go ahead with Soviet help. He needs to understand that full help won't be stemming. To us, single help of step will be to show they can be free.

Looked to it being there.

Will stop here. Wanted to add Miller pt 3.

As for 3rd world, trade is best way to help. UK key. Some need cotton. We are interested. We are.

Know we have to give on textiles, agree.

In oil, leave to later on. May have difference with France, but don't think so. Still OSLD sensitive one. I'm meant to emphasize oil. Same for energy itself.

 Aren't been pleased. 

Talked pt 3.
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